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This research report explores the current 
impact of Brexit and the COVID-19 pandemic 
on London’s status as a global design hub and 
evaluates the steps London can take to maintain 
its internationally renowned reputation in an 
uncertain time. 

London Design Capital brings together the 
current experience of business leaders through 
interviews and an NLA Members Survey in order to 
understand how the export of skills and services 
has been affected. We revisit our original London 
Design Capital research and recommendations 
published in 2017, after the UK’s vote to leave the 
EU, and assess how things have changed. 

The research is supported by a showcase of 
international projects, collected from a call for 
entries, that are currently being delivered by 
London-based practices, illustrating both the reach 
of the capital’s skills and the breadth of expertise.

This research report was published  
by New London Architecture (NLA) in July 2021. 
It forms part of NLA’s year-round City Dialogues 
programme, dedicated to connecting London with 
other cities for knowledge exchange.
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Architect:  
Squire and Partners
Client:  
TPL Properties
Structural Engineer: 
Mushtaq & Bilal
M&E / Sustainability Engineer: 
Atelier Ten
Interior Designer:  
1508 London
Quantity Surveyor: 
Gardiner & Theobald LLP

One Hoshang
Karachi City, Sindh, Pakistan

Status: Planning Granted, 2022 | Project type: Residential, mixed-use |  
Size: 5,467 sqm

One Hoshang, Karachi is a new residential-led mixed use development that 
responds to increased international property demand in Pakistan. The brief 
sought to create a highly-sustainable apartment building of international-
level design and living standards, with shared spaces to foster a community 
of residents. Set on a corner site within the Clifton Karachi cantonment area, 
the design retains the façade of a colonial-style heritage building to create the 
base of a four-storey podium, with retail activating the street and a first floor 
museum. A new 34-storey tower delivers 31 apartments, with facades featuring 
intricate screens inspired by Mughal and Sindh patterns.
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Client: 
Skylan Developments / Y22 
Project Financing Investment
Architect: 
Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners
Architect: 
Samoo Architects & Engineers 
/ Siaplan Architects and Planners
Structural Engineer: 
Arup / DongYang Structural 
Engineers Co. Ltd
Services Engineer:
Arup / HIMEC Consultants
Other: 
Leonard Design Architects
Landscape Architect: 
Martha Schwartz Partners
Cost Consultant: 
Davis Langdon/Seah Korea

Parc.1
Yangju-si, Gyeonggi-do, South Korea

Status: Built, 2021 | Project type: Mixed-use | Size: 629,047 sqm

Located on Yeouido island, a business and residential district alongside the 
Han River in Seoul, South Korea, Parc.1 comprises two landmark office towers, 
a hotel and a retail centre. The mixed-use scheme is organized to respond to 
views, existing city grain, pedestrian movement and massing, and is marked 
by its striking exterior, inspired by red columns symbolizing dignity and 
refinement in traditional Korean architecture. Central to the design is a series 
of buildings that create a hierarchy of public spaces, including plazas in front 
of the entrances, and tree-lined boulevards which connect the surrounding 
neighbourhood to urban community spaces.
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